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Felix Klein 

Evanston Colloquium : Lectures on Mathematics 

1893

Unfortunately, I am not in a position to give a full account of the opinions of 

philosophers on this subject.





David Eugene Smith 

Testimonial from readers of “!e Monist”

I read “!e Monist” because it stands for something, because it gives me the 

thoughts of contemporary leaders, and because it is always on the side of 

sound scholarship.
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Edward Hegeler (1835—1910)

[…] the transplanting of European 

(especially German) thought to 

America, is what I particularly desire. 

Letter to Paul Carus 1890



1. Introduction to The Monist

2. Contributors and contents — a summary 

3. Hermann Schubert — a case study 
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Paul Carus (1852—1919)

Mathematics, especially the "eld where it 

touches philosophy, has always been my 

foible […] 

“Re#ections on Magic Squares” 1905
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Mary Everest Boole (1832—1916) 

“Suggestions for increasing ethical stability” (1902) 

“Mathematical Analogy” (1906)

Oswald Veblen (1880—1960) 

“Hilbert’s Foundations of Geometry” (1903)
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Hermann Schubert (1848 — 1911)

Among the philosophies of modern times 

there is no other which emphasizes so 

much the importance of form and formal 

thought as the monism of !e Monist.

“!e Magic Square” (1892)
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We shall devote the following pages to a brief review 

of magic squares, the consideration of which has 

made many a man believe in mysticism. And yet 

there is no mysticism about them unless we either 

consider everything mystical, even that twice two is 

four, or join the sceptic in his exclamation that we can 

truly not know whether twice two might not be "ve in 

other spheres of the universe.











If however it is a severe test of patience to form a 

knight-problem by experiment, it stands to reason 

that it is a still severer trial to e$ect at the same time 

the additional result that the 64 numbers which form 

the knight-problem shall also form a magic square. 

[…] Perhaps some one among our readers who 

possesses the time and patience will be tempted to 

outdo Wenzelides, and to devise a numeral knight-

problem of this kind which will give 260 not only in 

the horizontal and vertical but also in the two 

diagonal rows.







!e problems of the magic squares are playful 

puzzles, invented as it seems for mere pastime and 

sport. But there is a deeper problem underlying all 

these little riddles, and this deeper problem is of a 

sweeping signi"cance. It is the philosophical problem 

of the world-order. […] We build the sciences of 

mathematics, geometry, and algebra with our 

conception of pure forms which are abstract ideas. 

And the same order that prevails in these mental 

constructions permeates the universe, so that an old 

philosopher, overwhelmed with the grandeur of law, 

imagined be heard its rhythm in a cosmic harmony of 

the spheres.



mysticism and magic 

varieties and methods of construction 

potential future study and “application” 

form and order



Magic squares are of themselves only 

mathematical curios, but they involve principles 

whose unfolding should lead the thoughtful 

mind to a higher conception of the wonderful 

laws of symphony and order which govern the 

science of numbers.

William Symes Andrews



!ough the scope of our imagination with all its 

possibilities be in"nite, the results of our 

construction are de"nitely determined as soon as 

we have laid their foundation, and the actual world 

is simply one realization of the in"nite 

potentialities of being. Its regularities can be 

unraveled as surely as the harmonic relations of a 

magic square.

Paul Carus



In the spirit of the great master whom we have just 

quoted [Plato] we may compare the physical 

universe to an immense magic square. Isolated 

investigators in di$erent areas have discovered 

here and there a few seemingly restricted laws, and 

paying no regard to the territory beyond their 

con"nes, are as yet oblivious of the great pervading 

the unifying Bond which connects the scattered 

parts and binds them into one harmonious system. 

C. A. Browne, Jr.







To clear up such ideas and to correct the wrong 

impressions of cultured people who have not a 

technical mathematical training, is the purpose of the 

following pages. A similar elucidation was aimed at in 

the tracts which Schlegel (Riemann, Berlin, 1888) and 

Cranz (Virchow-Holtzendor$ 's Sammlung, Nos. 112 

and 113) have published on the so-called fourth 

dimension.



All particles of air are four-dimensional in magnitude 

when in addition to their position in space we also 

consider the variable densities which they assume, as 

they are expressed by the di$erent heights of the 

barometer in the di$erent parts of the atmosphere.



[…] all the numbers of arithmetic, with the exception 

of the positive whole numbers, are arti"cial products 

of human thought, invented to make the language of 

arithmetic more #exible, and to accelerate the 

progress of science. All these numbers lack the 

attributes of representability. Exactly so must it be 

permitted us in geometry to extend the notion of 

space, even though such an extension can only be 

mentally de"ned and can never be brought within the 

range of human powers of representation.





!e knowledge of a four-dimensional space did not 

reach the ears of cultured non-mathematicians until 

the consequences which the spiritualists fancied it 

was permissible to draw from this mathematical 

notion were publicly known. But it is a tremendous 

step from the four-dimensioned space of the 

mathematicians to the space from which the spirit-

friends of the spiritualistic mediums entertain us with 

rapping, knockings, and bad English.



If one hundred and "%y years ago some scientists 

were in the possession of our present knowledge of 

induction electricity and had connected Paris and 

Berlin with a wire by whose aid one could clearly 

interpret in Berlin what another person had at that 

very moment said in Paris, people would have 

regarded this phenomenon as supernatural and 

assumed that the originator of this long-distance 

speaking was in league with spirits.



ordinary mathematics 

beyond sensory perception 

spiritualism vs. science



Again, the structure of a fourfold "gure, even 

minutest detail of its anatomy, can be traced out 

by analogy with its three-dimensional analogue. 

Now in such processes, repetition yields skill, 

and so they come ultimately to require only 

amounts of energy and of time  that are quite 

inappreciable. Such skill once attained, the parts

of a familiar fourfold con"guration may be made 

to pass before the eye of intuition in such swi#

and e$ortless succession that the con"guration 

seems present as a whole in a single instant.

Cassius J. Keyser (1906)
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intersectional authors and audience 

scientific philosophy of science 

rigorous popular mathematics



Who read The Monist? 

How were contributions solicited? 

What was the editing process? 



Thank you 

!ank you 


